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Abstract

Objective—To describe legal theories that non-smoking residents of multiple occupancy buildings may employ when affected by environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) from neighbouring units.

Design—Legal research was conducted in several US states. Research was performed among statutes and regulations. State health regulations were examined as well as common law claims of nuisance, warranties of habitability, and the right of quiet enjoyment.

Results—Through the use of state regulations, such as a sanitary code, several states provide general language for protecting the health of residents in multi-unit buildings. State law also supports more traditional claims of nuisance, warranties of habitability, and the right of quiet enjoyment.

Conclusions—The use of state regulations has the potential to provide an effective, existing vehicle for resolution of ETS incursion problems. The general health protection language of the regulations, in conjunction with the latest evidence of the harmful effects of ETS, gives state agencies authority to regulate environmental tobacco smoke incursions among apartments in multi-unit dwellings. Where state regulations are not available, other common law legal remedies may be available.

(Tobacco Control 2000;9:201–205)
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This article examines regulatory and common law legal theories available to address the problem of environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) incursion into the homes of non-smoking residents of multi-unit dwellings. Non-smoking residents may use existing state regulations, such as sanitary codes, as a mechanism for legal action to prevent or limit incursion of ETS into non-smokers’ apartments or condominiums in multiple occupancy residential buildings. The advantage of this strategy is that it employs an administrative system for correction of health violations that is already in place and accepted. No legislative action is necessary; no new legal theory need be created. It merely involves an application of existing law and scientific knowledge to specific facts by a Board of Health (the Board). Where the Board decision is appealed to a local court, the court may choose to defer to the administrative body’s judgment in its area of expertise. Rather than a contentious issue of property rights where a jury must determine the appropriate interpretation of complex scientific evidence, the posture of the case will be an administrative law determination by a judge regarding the authority of the Board of Health. The burden of proof will be on the landlord to show that the Board acted arbitrarily and capriciously, not on an individual ETS victim to prove either the dangers of ETS or the sufficiency of exposure to implicate these dangers.

The advantage of maintaining the case in this posture is that the parties will not be neighbour v. neighbour but instead will be the landlord v. the Board. This eliminates the issue of the smoker’s right to privacy in the home and focuses on the landlord providing the non-smoking tenant with safe living conditions. The landlord, as owner and economically responsible party, is the best party to correct physical defects in the building that allow for ETS incursion. This approach is proactive and relies on scientific expertise of a government agency rather than a litigation model that relies on legal expertise and a confrontation between private parties.

Health effects of ETS

Numerous health agencies and scientific studies have determined that ETS imposes serious health risks on non-smokers. The Massachusetts Department of Public Health determined that ETS “can cause allergies, cancer, including lung cancer; and respiratory disease, especially in children whose parents smoke and in people who already have lung problems. It can aggravate heart disease and irritate the eyes, nose, throat and airways.”

ETS causes the death of an estimated 3000 non-smokers per year from lung cancer. ETS also causes the death of approximately 50 000 people per year due to ETS related heart disease. ETS has been identified as a possible causal factor in sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), which is the leading cause of death in infants between 1 month and 1 year old. ETS causes the death of an estimated 3000 non-smokers per year from lung cancer. ETS also causes the death of approximately 50 000 people per year due to ETS related heart disease. ETS has been identified as a possible causal factor in sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), which is the leading cause of death in infants between 1 month and 1 year old. ETS also causes non-fatal but serious health risks to those exposed to it. ETS exposure may cause immediate health consequences including alterations in blood chemistry, effects on blood vessels and the heart muscle, and the ability of the heart to respond to the stress of reduced oxygen delivery. Short term exposure to ETS increases the carbon monoxide in the body
blood, reduces the ability of the heart muscle to convert oxygen into adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and increases the likelihood of the formation of blood clots.  

Although most studies focus on the effects of ETS on individuals who live with smokers, the qualitative nature of the studies are transferable to ETS incursion cases because the non-smoking tenant is still exposed to the toxic substances present in ETS. A lesser degree of exposure may exist but some fraction of the health effects and increase in risk still remains. Scientists have not determined any safe threshold level of ETS. Even very low concentrations of ETS will affect children under 2 years old and those with respiratory handicaps such as asthma. Courts have recognised that exposure to ETS is sufficiently harmful to give rise to a cause of action.  

The scientific evidence gathering procedure can be relatively simple. The Board of Health inspector or an environmental health specialist would place an active monitor in the affected space to measure nicotine as a gas. Assuming that the tenant is a non-smoker, a positive reading for nicotine would provide good evidence to allow an inference that other gases and particulate matter of ETS exist as well.  

**ETS incursion as a violation of state health and safety codes**  
Each state in the USA has some regulatory mechanism to protect the health of its citizens living in multi-unit dwellings. The regulation may take the form of a sanitary code, a housing code, a landlord tenant regulation, or a municipal code. Each approach tends to set forth the standards by which some public health body may take action in the event of a violation, or grants rights to a resident whose health may be affected by his neighbours’ actions. These regulations usually list specific examples of code violations, although the presence of ETS as a violation is unlikely. An important tool for the success of this approach is the presence, at the end of this list, of a “catch-all” clause using broad language of “other violations” as determined by the regulatory agency. Regulation, case law or experience will determine the standard to be applied by a health inspector to such non-enumerated conditions (for example, the non-enumerated condition may have to “endanger health and safety/well being of an occupant” to be included as a health threat).  

The literature regarding ETS exposure must support the specific complaints by non-smoking tenants in order to meet the standards necessary under the code. A Board determination that a particular health threat exists in a particular situation would merely be applying well-accepted scientific conclusions by widely acknowledged experts using the latest scientific findings. If a violation is found, the regulatory body’s procedure or duty under these circumstances may include writing a fine, ordering repairs, or reporting the infraction to some other agency. Repairs might require caulking where ETS incursions occur, installing plastic smoke blockers behind electrical outlets, and correcting problems with the ventilation systems. The landlord may also enforce lease provisions against the smoker to prevent sanitary code violations.  

The rights of the landlord are often set out under the regulatory scheme. There are several issues a regulatory body may have to confront. How long does the landlord have to make repairs? Is there a penalty to the landlord for failure to repair? May the regulatory agency make a repair and charge the landlord for the cost? Some regulations use penalties as an economic incentive for the landlord (that is, each day the violation exists is considered a new violation).  

Most administrative regulations will provide an appeals process for the landlord. The evidentiary standards and the legal standard of review applied during the appeal process will vary by state. The appellate body may also have a process for acceptance of general scientific data, such as ETS research. If the internal regulatory appeal process finds against the landlord, but the landlord still does not cooperate, the regulatory body may need to bring the landlord to court. The court will, in most cases, defer to the agency’s expertise.  

Specific states approach this problem in similar but distinct fashions. In Massachusetts the state sanitary code specifically sets forth that the Board inspectors are empowered to “determine if any . . .other conditions, are conditions which may endanger or materially impair the health or safety, and well-being of an occupant or the public.” The drafters of the code anticipated that non-enumerated violations would exist and be subject to sanction. ETS is not specifically included, but the code states that the listed conditions “are specifically not intended as an exhaustive enumeration of such conditions.”  

Connecticut’s code regulating landlord-tenant relations empowers the municipal department of health to determine whether ventilation or other sanitary conditions pose a threat to health, and if so to order the landlord to correct the unsanitary condition. In Delaware a landlord must maintain a rental unit in such condition so that it does not endanger the health, welfare or safety of the tenants. The statute permits local boards of health to determine whether a dwelling has become unfit as a living place and a cause of nuisance or sickness to the occupants. If so the local board of health may direct the owner to “cleanse” the premises. Colorado’s Department of Public Health and Environment has been granted the power and the duty “to establish and enforce standards for exposure to environmental conditions, . . .that may be necessary for the protection of public health.” Furthermore, Colorado county and district health departments are given the power and duty to “make any necessary sanitary and health investigations and inspections . . .as to any matters affecting public health within the jurisdiction.” States that do not contain such
general provisions in the state statutes may leave sanitary code issues to municipal governments.

In summary, the state sanitary code approach offers several advantages. An existing body of law provides a framework for applying health science to a societal problem. An administrative body (either the local board of health or the state department of public health) will have determined the dangers of ETS making it less likely that a lengthy and costly court battle need be waged to “prove” well accepted science. The posture of the case will be a local health enforcement agency seeking to uphold the health and safety versus a landlord who, with some repairs, could resolve the problem. It thus removes the politically contentious issue of smokers’ “rights” in their residences. Procedurally the burden will be on the landlord to show the Board acted unreasonably, and not on the Board to justify the exact details of ETS science. Finally, the landlord is the economically responsible party who is most able to act to correct the ETS incursion as opposed to a more transient smoking tenant.

Other legal courses of action

There are a variety of legal courses of action that tenants and owners of condominiums can use to try and stop a neighbour’s drifting tobacco smoke from entering their home. These legal rights require that the adversely affected parties go to court to enforce their rights.

NUISANCE

A private nuisance is a non-trespassory invasion of another’s interest in the private use and enjoyment of land. The invasion must be intentional and unreasonable, and must consist of an act or the failure to act under circumstances where there is a duty to take positive action to prevent or abate the interference. The invasion also must cause significant harm.18

To be intentional, an invasion must be carried out by an actor who purposefully causes the invasion, and knows, or should have known, that the invasion is resulting from the actor’s conduct.19 It need not be ill inspired. Smoking a cigarette with knowledge that the smoke from the cigarette is substantially certain to drift into a neighbouring dwelling is, therefore, intentionally invading another’s interest in land. An initial complaint to the smoking neighbour should be enough to put him on notice.

The issue then becomes whether the invasion is unreasonable. To be unreasonable, courts employ a balancing test to determine whether the seriousness of the harm outweighs the usefulness of the actor’s conduct. Factors include: “(a) The extent of the harm involved; (b) the character of the harm involved; (c) the social value that the law attaches to the type of use or enjoyment invaded; (d) the suitability of the particular use or enjoyment invaded to the character of the locality; and (e) the burden on the person harmed of avoiding the harm.”20

Cigarette smoke that drifts from one apartment to another and that causes non-smoking apartment residents serious discomfort and impairs their health may be an actionable nuisance. This is easy to understand if we apply the gravity of harm versus utility of conduct test to a typical ETS situation.

First, the harm caused by the tobacco smoke drifting from one apartment or condominium to another must be substantial and it must be significant enough to affect an ordinary person. Watery eyes by themselves probably will not make a case, nor will the drifting smoke from just a few cigarettes per day. But, if the non-smokers felt sick, or they were forced out of their home on occasion, and their house smelled, a court would be more likely to take action. It is important to remember, however, that exposure to ETS is dangerous to people’s health, especially children’s health. A court should take this fact into consideration given the appropriate documentation.

Second, the character of the harm involved is an important prong in determining the seriousness of drifting smoke relative to nuisance. Secondhand tobacco smoke is poisonous, irritating and, with prolonged exposure, can be deadly, particularly for young children or for those suffering from respiratory ailments. Smoke in apartment buildings travels through ventilation systems, through common areas, through windows and through walls. The burden on a tenant suffering from ETS to avoid drifting smoke is quite high.

The court must balance the gravity of the harm with the utility or usefulness of the conduct of the other person. The social value of the conduct, in this case smoking, is an important consideration in evaluating utility. It is difficult to assign any particular social value to smoking cigarettes, pipes, or cigars, aside from the simple right to use one’s property as one wishes. Nor can smoking be said to be particularly suitable to its locality if it is interfering with the rights and health of others. A smoker can prevent or avoid an invasion of smoke. The smoker may merely stop or cut down on smoking, or smoke in an area where the smoke is confined or does not bother those affected. Since the act of smoking in one’s own home possesses little social value, the argument that it is difficult to quit has little merit in the gravity of harm versus utility of conduct equation.22 Indeed, all the smoker needs to do is smoke outside or in a room from which air does not enter the non-smoker’s apartment.

COVENANT OF QUIET ENJOYMENT

The right of quiet enjoyment addresses the tenant’s right to freedom from serious intrusions with his tenancy “such as acts or omissions that impair the character and value of the leased premises”.23 Landlords may be held responsible for the actions of third parties beyond their control.24

Clauses in the standard lease give the landlord the right to curb the smoking tenant’s violations related to ETS incursions. The provisions relate to “Disturbance, Illegal Use”25 and “Other Regulations”.26 A landlord’s failure
to enforce the provisions gives the non-smoking tenant the right to sue the landlord for violation of the right to quiet enjoyment. 27

The Massachusetts Housing Court recently found that ETS incursion from one rental unit to another constitutes a breach of the covenant of quiet enjoyment. 28 Tenants rented a residential apartment above a restaurant and bar. The tenants made an uncontested assertion that levels of ETS incursion from the bar were significant. The tenants withheld rent for three months and the landlord began eviction proceedings. The tenants asserted as a defence that the landlord had violated their right of quiet enjoyment of the premises. The court held for the tenants that the landlord had breached the warranty of habitability, the statutory right of quiet enjoyment, and the consumer protection statute. The court awarded damages and ordered correction of the ETS incursion. 29

WARRANTY OF HABITABILITY
All states have an implied warranty of habitability for rental. 30 The warranty dictates that a landlord must provide residential rental premises fit for human occupation—that there are no latent or patent defects in the facilities—from the inception of the rental agreement through its entire term. 31

The obligation of the landlord to abide by the warranty applies even when he or she is not at fault or has had no reasonable opportunity to make repairs. In essence, “the landlord’s liability without fault is merely an economic burden; the tenant living in an uninhabitable building suffers a loss of shelter, a necessity.” 32 In effect, the landlord may be held liable even as an innocent party; the warranty of habitability is not designed to penalise the landlord for misbehaviour, nor is it based on notions of moral sanction or deterrence. Likewise, when a problem exists, the landlord has an obligation to fix it immediately and completely, to bring it into compliance with the state sanitary code. As discussed in the section regarding the state sanitary code, there is sufficient scientific evidence to justify holding that ETS endangers or materially impairs the health of the residents. Once a health inspector makes a determination that ETS incursion has occurred the non-smoking tenant would be able to use that as evidence of a material breach of the lease and of the warranty of habitability. The burden would be on the landlord to dispute the health inspector’s findings.

Under a theory of warranty of habitability the court will determine whether a material breach of the lease has occurred by applying a set of factors to the circumstances of each case. 33 The non-inclusive list of factors cited by the court include: “(a) the seriousness of the claimed defects and their effects on the dwelling’s habitability; (b) the length of time the defects persist; (c) whether the landlord or his agent received written or oral notice of the defects; (d) the possibility that the residence could be made habitable within a reasonable time; and (e) whether the defects resulted from abnormal conduct or use by the tenant.” 34

Applying these factors to the typical ETS incursion problem, the more serious the incursion the more likely the premises would not be habitable. The defect would probably continue to exist even after notice, the landlord should be put on notice early in the process, and repairs should be attempted. The tenant would be a non-smoker and therefore not likely to have contributed to the problem.

A report from a health inspector on the presence and dangers of ETS in the dwelling would help to show the landlord violated the habitability standards. The court, however, would perform its own factual review of the evidence and would determine “the seriousness” of the health threat. This might lead to a protracted evidentiary battle over ETS science. The merits and conclusions of the science favours the non-smoking tenant, but the lengthy process would be more likely to favour a landlord with deeper pockets.

Conclusion
There are several legal theories available for residents of multiple dwelling residential buildings who are affected by ETS incursion. Each is premised on the existence of a harm to the non-smoking resident. The health science literature is now available to demonstrate the harm and thus support the legal theories. The non-smoking resident must produce evidence of ETS incursion but in some instances need not show immediate negative health impacts. The scientific literature suggests that exposure to ETS is harmful over a long period. Courts are beginning to recognise that ETS exposure in some circumstances may be the basis of a cause of action. The non-smoking resident may pursue legal action in court or request the Board of Health use its powers to protect his or her health.
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